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An acoustic liner is applied to engine nacelle to reduce the fan noise of jet engine. The
acoustic liner is a panel which is structured with the porous face sheet and a lot of resonators
designed based on the Helmholtz resonance. However, the practical performance of sound
absorption in flight is difficult to be predicted because the influence of flows to the sound
absorption is unclear. The sound absorption correlates with the changes of tiny vortices. It is
difficult to observe vortices around resonators in the experiment because the changes of the
phenomenon of the resonator are too small. Therefore, “Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)”
is a promising approach to investigate the flow phenomena. In our past study, simple-shape
model of the liner was analysed to understand the fundamental characteristics.
This study investigates the validity of the Block-Structured Cartesian-mesh CFD (BCM)
for numerical flow simulation of resonators in Grazing Flow through the comparison with the
past results[1] and also the influence of multiple cells to flows. BCM has benefits to reduce
numerical viscosity by the orthogonality of the mesh and the employment of higher order
accurate scheme. Thus, it is effective way to observe tiny flow phenomenon of complex or realworld shapes[2]. In this study, we analysed single-cell model which has only a resonator for
verification and multiple-cell model which has several resonators in a row. The shape of those
resonators are set as identical.
In the results, the BCM’s results show good agreement with Tam’s results. Therefore,
BCM is proved to have enough computational accuracy for the case. In addition, the periodic
pressure change in single/multiple resonators is visualized. The frequency of that pressure
change of single-cell model is different from that frequency of multiple-cell model, although
shapes of their cells are same. The frequency of pressure change in the resonator depends on
velocity of a flowfield and shape of the resonator. However, the frequency changes due to the
interaction of pressure changes of adjacent resonators. It will affect the acoustic absorptivity of
the acoustic liner. In addition, the result shows the amplitude of the pressure wave is high
enough to cause the self-noise of the acoustic liner.
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